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Labour Day To Be Observed In Karachi,

Pioneering a step forward in the political spectrum, the Indian government has decided to observe Labour Day in Karachi. This decision is significant as it addresses the concerns of the Pakistani labour force, particularly in Karachi, where the industrial sector is thriving.

India gifts Lanka receive aircraft a day before

India receives a day before China docks spy ship

The acquisition of the aircraft by India is a significant development in its military capabilities. The aircraft will provide strategic support and enhance the nation's security posture.

India set to make major leap in Amrit Kaln, says Modi, invokes nari shakti

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has announced the reservation of the occasion of the 70th Independence Day, at the Padma Awards in New Delhi on Monday.

Self-obsessed’ Govt trivialising freedom fighters’ sacrifices; Sonia

Sonia Gandhi, the Congress interim president, has lashed out at the government for trivialising the sacrifices of freedom fighters. She said, “We must never forget the sacrifices of our brave soldiers who fought for our freedom.”

Raj MLA quits to protest atrocities against Dalits

A Raj MLA has quit the party to protest against atrocities against Dalits. The MLA, who hails from a Dalit background, said he was quitting the party due to widespread discrimination and violence against Dalits.

16 parks in Delhi named using sanskrit names

The Delhi government has renamed 16 parks in the capital city using Sanskrit names. This initiative aims to preserve and promote cultural heritage.

Edgy calm in Shivagamya after Veer Savarkar, Tipu poster row

The aftermath of the Tipu Sultan poster row has left a sense of calm in Shivagamya. The area has been dotted with posters and flyers to honor Tipu Sultan, the historical figure.

Corruption, nepotism two challenges before India, says PM

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has highlighted the challenges of corruption and nepotism in India, urging the nation to work towards a better future.

POWDERBAGU BIDDALS

India, set to make major leap in Amrit Kaln, says Modi, invokes nari shakti

The government has announced its plans to establish a new national park in Amrit Kaln, a significant step towards conservation and tourism.

Self-obsessed’ Govt trivialising freedom fighters’ sacrifices; Sonia

Sonia Gandhi, the Congress interim president, has condemned the government for trivializing the sacrifices of freedom fighters, calling it a "Self-obsessed" policy.

Raj MLA quits to protest atrocities against Dalits

A Raj MLA has quit his party to protest against the atrocities committed against Dalits, a group that has faced systemic discrimination for centuries.

16 parks in Delhi named using sanskrit names

The Delhi government has renamed 16 parks in the city using Sanskrit names, a move to preserve cultural heritage.

Edgy calm in Shivagamya after Veer Savarkar, Tipu poster row

The aftermath of the controversy surrounding the Tipu Sultan poster row has left a sense of edgy calm in Shivagamya.

Corruption, nepotism two challenges before India, says PM

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has identified corruption and nepotism as major challenges for India, emphasizing the need for a transparent governance system.
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Two injured in back-to-back grenade attacks after I-Day celebrations in J&K

L-G Manoj Sinha hoists tri-colour in Srinagar

NEW DELHI | AUGUST 15, 2022

Two people have been injured in back-to-back grenade attacks after India celebrated Independence Day in Kashmir.

In Srinagar, L-G Manoj Sinha hoisted the national flag at Raj Bhawan. As part of the Independence Day celebrations, the L-G flagged off a motorcade from Raj Bhawan and proceeded towards Hazratbal shrine, where a gardens party was also held.

A 12-year-old boy and a 17-year-old girl were injured in the grenade attacks in Budgam, a civil police official said.

According to a police spokesperson, “Grenades were hurled at a grenade at Police Control Room near Kangan in Budgam. Two minor injuries to one police personnel were reported.”

It is being reported that the incident was a consequence of an ongoing terror cell in the area.

“The sequences of events indicate that the grenade attack was an attempt to disrupt the Independence Day celebrations,” the police spokesperson said.

The attack comes amid a rise in terrorist activities in the region, with the security forces conducting operations to eliminate the menacing forces. The recent attacks have been aimed at destabilizing the situation and undermining the security measures in place.

The L-G’s visit to Srinagar comes amidst growing concerns over the rising number of incidents of violence and terror activities in the region. The recent attacks highlight the ongoing conflict and the need for sustained efforts to maintain peace and security in the area.

As part of the Independence Day celebrations, various events were held across Kashmir, with the authorities emphasizing the importance of unity and progress in the region.

The L-G’s remarks during the event also emphasized the need for peaceful coexistence and the commitment to the promotion of unity and progress in the region.

In his address, the Prime Minister said, “The people of India are united and determined to achieve the dream of a ‘New India’ under the leadership of our great Prime Minister.”

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been working towards achieving the goal of making India a ‘Vishwa Shanti Dharma’ (world peace) nation, with the focus being on promoting peace and harmony across the country.

In conclusion, the incidents of violence and terror activities in the region underline the need for sustained efforts to maintain peace and security in the area. The authorities must continue to work towards achieving the goal of a peaceful and prosperous Kashmir, with the focus being on promoting unity and progress in the region.

People were the first to notice a “Schooling Day” of Jammu & Kashmir in Srinagar on Monday.
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Red Deck stepped up in ticketing, workflows, security features and safety measures

STAFF REPORTER

NEW DELHI

The iconic Red Deck at the Chhatrasal stadium has stepped up in ticketing, workflows, and security features and safety measures in view of the keen events that are scheduled to be held in the premises.

The Red Deck was recently declared open to public after some renovation works. The deck is now equipped with the latest technology and security measures to ensure a smooth experience for the visitors.

The deck now has a new ticketing system in place, which is expected to reduce waiting time and make the process more efficient. The security checks have also been tightened to ensure the safety of the visitors.

The new seating arrangement has been designed to provide better visibility of the match to the attendees. The deck has also been made wheelchair-friendly to accommodate the需要 of people with disabilities.

The deck has also introduced a new food court, which offers a variety of options for the visitors. The food court has been designed to ensure that the visitors can enjoy their food in a comfortable setting.

The new safety measures include the installation of CCTV cameras, which are monitored by a control room. The deck has also introduced a new emergency response system, which is expected to ensure a quick response in case of any emergency.

The Red Deck has also introduced a new mobile app, which allows the visitors to book tickets, check the seating arrangements, and get real-time updates on the events.
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Opp asks PM to look inwards after he hails nari shakti in I-Day speech

Prime Minister Narendra Modi hailed ‘nari shakti’ on Independence Day, veterans and women leaders have said the time is right to look inwards and think of women empowerment.

Veteran CPI general secretary D Raja urged the Prime Minister to examine the attitude of his government towards women.

"It is not just about women. All humans also have to look at how policies have impacted the women on ground," Raja gave a wonderful speech as "invigorating".

As we mark our Independence day, the world has given us a wonderful gift through the Tricolour flying high over the earth as the BalloonSat on January 27 this year.

The event, which was attended by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, was the first private commercial launch in the country.

The Prime Minister also dedicated the satellites to the legions of women who have supported the country in their own way.

"I salute the way the army and the navy have kept the Pakistan army for its war against terrorism," Modi said.

The Tricolour flying high above the earth was a moment of pride for all Indians.

"Prime Minister Narendra Modi said he had a great dream of a self-reliant India. Drones have been the dream of many Indians.

"It was a wonderful moment when the Tricolour was raised in the sky," he said.

In this resolution, I can get inspired and feel empowered. Modi said all Indians will be inspired by this sound? My heart will give a wonderful response. He also added that "I give a wonderful speech to the best of my health" to all Indians.

The TTP, dominated by the Afghan Taliban, has been the biggest threat to Pakistan. The government has been working hard to combat the Taliban and maintain peace in the country.

The US has been involved in the war against terrorism in Pakistan and Afghanistan.

The SSLV-D1 is a two-stage solid rocket motor-powered launch vehicle developed and manufactured by ISRO's Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) under the aegis of the Department of Defence Research and Development (DRDO).

The vehicle was launched by India's space agency along with 28 other satellites.

The SSLV-D1 was launched by Dr. J. Sathyamurthy, Chief of the Satellite Launch Centre, and was aimed at demonstrating the technology of India's first fully indigenous small satellite launch vehicle.

"The biggest things that Prime Minister Narendra Modi said from the Red Fort are respect for women and people's campaigns against violence.

Every Indian has a right to conduct an efficient fight against corruption.

Stiglitz's comments, Prime Minister Prerna Goyal described a system that is "revolutionary" and will galvanise the 25 million stop gap funds for a 25 million social index.

"As we mark our Independence day, the world dreams big of a self-reliant India, dreams of a world without poverty, of peace and glory for all," said the Prime Minister.

"As we mark our Independence day, the world dreams big of a self-reliant India, dreams of a world without poverty, of peace and glory for all," said the Prime Minister.
Insulting to call welfare schemes as freebies: KCR

Hyderabad: Telangana Chief Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao on Monday tore into the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) for its unfounded comments on the welfare schemes as freebies.

In an interview with news agency PTI, KCR warned the BJP that it would pay a heavy price for making such allegations.

The chief minister said that he would not let anyone hurt his precious children. He added that even if he was a part of the Opposition, he would not let such comments go unanswered.

He also said that the BJP would not succeed in creating any difference between Telangana and the rest of the country.

The chief minister further said that he would not allow the BJP to malign his government's achievements.

KCR said that the BJP had been trying to create a perception of freebies in the state, but he would not allow it to succeed.

He added that the BJP's comments were baseless and unfounded, and he would not let them succeed.

The chief minister said that the BJP should focus on its own welfare schemes and not try to create a perception of freebies in Telangana.
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Indian athletes performed well at the Commonwealth Games, held in Birmingham, Commonwealth of Independent States, and obtained 23 bronze medals and 5 silver medals, which strengthened the country's standing among the major sporting nations of the world. The southern states of Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, and Kerala have a talent in Track & Field, Boxing, and other sports, securing a tally of 22 gold, 16 silver, and 15 bronze, which is significant. The success of Indian athletes in the Commonwealth Games is a testament to the government's strong commitment to the development of sports in the country. The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, had taken oath as the Chief Minister of the state and has been instrumental in setting up the National Sports Authority of India, which has been instrumental in providing the necessary support to Indian athletes. The success of Indian athletes in the Commonwealth Games is a testament to the government's strong commitment to the development of sports in the country. The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, had taken oath as the Chief Minister of the state and has been instrumental in setting up the National Sports Authority of India, which has been instrumental in providing the necessary support to Indian athletes.
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A Pentagon statement said that a defending<br>Ukraine official had fired at a Russian helicopter, suggesting that this is the first time that a US-made weapon has been used in<br>Ukraine against an aircraft from the<br>Russian military.

The statement comes as Ukraine continues to receive escalating<br>attacks from Russia, which has been<br>demonstrating its military might in<br>the conflict.

In a related development, the US Department of Defense<br>announced it had approved a $2.2 billion sale of<br>military equipment to Ukraine, including<br>other aircraft and ammunition.

As tensions escalate in the region, the US continues to<br>support Ukraine's defense efforts in the<br>hope of deterring further attacks by Russia.
China holds another massive military drills around Taiwan

As US Congressional delegation visits Taipei

A court in military ruled that Su Rui, the Chinese woman, has no evidence for conviction. The official said that she might dissolve the party before the servitude. The armed forces power and the army turn their offices to a scene of a war. The military's strong support toward the US and the Western nations is the main reason why the US didn't support the "opaque nature" of the vote-verification process. The troops' Command will take all necessary measures to ensure the stability and the safety of the nation. The five-member delegation is visiting the island with their nation's Armed Forces.
SBI raises benchmark lending rates by up to 50 basis points

PTI NEW DELHI

The State Bank of India (SBI) has raised its benchmark lending rates by up to 50 basis points, a move that will lead to higher interest rates for home, personal, and auto loans.

The bank has increased its Indian statutory interest rate (MCLR) for a third straight month. The increase in lending rates is effective from tonight, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said in a statement.

External factors, including higher inflation risks, have been driving the increase in SBI's MCLR, which has been a trend in other banks as well. The increase is expected to lead to higher interest rates for home, personal, and auto loans.

SBI's move comes in the backdrop of rising inflationary pressures and a strong rupee against the US dollar. The rupee has been one of the strongest currencies in the world, which has put pressure on the central bank to maintain its policy rate.

Rahul Gandhi, the Congress party's chief,(g67/g68/g51/g101/g100/g102/g100/g101/g82/g90/g95/g17/g93/g96/g82/g95/g17/g88/g99/g96/g104/g101/g89/g17/g96/g87/g17/g34/g38/g22) said the move is a ‘protectionist’ one and that the government should have consulted the trade unions before taking such a decision.

However, the government has stated that the increase in benchmark lending rates will help control inflation and stabilize the economy.

Rahul Gandhi also highlighted the key role to be played by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in stabilizing the economy. He added that the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) should be placed under the legislature, as discussed in the beginning of the financial year 2023.
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Rahul Gandhi also highlighted the key role to be played by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in stabilizing the economy. He added that the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) should be placed under the legislature, as discussed in the beginning of the financial year 2023.

In an interview to PTI, Rahul Gandhi said, “We have a clear strategy. We have a clear plan. We have a clear vision. We have a clear mission. We have a clear programme. We have a clear message. We have a clear plan.”

The Congress party is set to release its election manifesto on June 15. The manifesto will focus on issues such as job creation, education, and healthcare.

SBI, the country's largest lender, has been closely following the interest rate decisions of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and other banks.

SBI chairman Menon, who also heads the Indian Bankers’ Association, has said that the recent rise in benchmark lending rates is a response to the increasing inflationary pressures and the strong rupee against the US dollar.
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Sharat's former team-mate Sanjay Manjrekar gave the young opener a mentoring role as the curtains close on his illustrious career at the Asian Games, the lanky pad-hitter conscious of the physical demands of the game and determined to give him self two more years in search of a similar success. Sharath, who has been a part of the national team for over 20 years, Sharath had been lauded by many for his performance in the last edition of the three-Test series against South Africa. Sharath has often been heard saying that, "I always try to keep my body and mind fit, especially during the rest break between matches. I feel that it is important to get good results in Test cricket under captain Ben Stokes. It is a transformed team, with a perception that we could inspire a generation of youngsters. A key to this is to be patient, long-term, and to play a lot of Tests," Sharath said. Sharath's work ethic and approach to his game have been admired not just by the people in his country, but by many across the cricketing world. His ability to keep up a consistent level of performance has been key to his success, and this has been key to his success on the international stage. Sharath's career has included a 3-0 Test series win over England in 2023, which was his first against the country he most admires. Moreover, he has been a part of the country's most successful team, the Test team, which has lifted the World Cup three times and won the ICC World Test Championship. Sharath's contributions to the sport have been immense, and his legacy will continue to be celebrated for years to come.
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**Simona holds off Haddad Maia to win third WTCA Canadian award**

It’s a very special moment. I will enjoy it. I will give myself credit. I’m not doing it for more. Simona Halep, after beating a teenager that included a powerful first set, claimed her third WTCA Canadian award on Sunday.

However, Halep did not receive the award in person. Halep, who was playing in her ninth consecutive WTA event of the season and claimed her biggest title in 2023, had to be present in the Philippines to receive the trophy eagerly to grab one of her first major titles.

**Real start title defence with win**

Ayon Villa defeated Diego Carlos in the final of the Societé Generale Cup on Sunday. Villa, who was playing in her first Masters 1000 event, saved a break point in the second set to win the title.

**Kubo nets winner on Real Sociedad debut**

Japan star Takefusa Kubo marked his Real Sociedad debut by scoring the only goal in a 1-0 win over Cadiz in their opening game of the season.

**Villa confirms serious injury to Diego Carlos**

Ayon Villa confirmed Diego Carlos was out for a long spell and also made their league debut for the first time as they played against Diego Carlos in the Bernabeu.

**Villa looks long at Argentine goalseeker**

Villa said the tie had been played with the Argentine goalseeker Carlos Calistro, who was born in Argentina and returned to Argentina at the age of seven.

**Leonardo composes in Vicente for a win**

The 29-year-old Carlos Calistro returned to Vicente for a win and scored the first goal of the game.

**DST CELIO RETURNS**

The 21-year-old finished off the game with the second of the goals.

**Zamora returns to league after two years out**

The Zamora midfielder returned to the squad and scored his first goal in over two years.

**Rome earns full 3 points**

The 23rd-ranked Spaniard moved the ball up the pitch on an impressive display from the Bernabeu.

**Roma defeat Crotone with late goal by Alejandro**

Roma beat Crotone with a late goal by Alejandro Donnarumma.

**Medvedev says mocking spectator response deserved**

Medvedev described the incident as "very wrong" and said the crowd should have shown more respect.

**Real Madrid complete hat-trick**

Real Madrid won their third home game of the season thanks to a 3-0 win over Huesca.

**Real Madrid beat Huesca in a hat-trick**

Real Madrid scored three goals in the first half of their match against Huesca.

**Real Madrid win 3-0 to claim the first league title**

Real Madrid won their first league title since 2020, finishing the season on a high.
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